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“You actually let Levilia abandon everything we teach?”

Several ancestors approached Levi fiercely.

“Abandon what we taught and practice the most basic thing you taught her?”

“Levi Garrison, are you sick?” the

female ancestor roared.

Levi Garrison nodded, “Yes, Levilia has realized it now! You have to abandon the exercises you taught!
The only way she should go is to study what I teach!”
“Let’s put it this way, practice what you teach. , She can be very strong! But she can practice me! She
can be the strongest!”

“Punch!” The

ancestors immediately laughed.
Everyone looked at Levi Garrison like a fool.

Can you become the strongest by practicing what he teaches?

Isn’t it funny?

It was so laughable.

Several ancestors knew and studied the most basic exercises Levilia practiced.

It is very good to lay the foundation.

Even the best.

Levilia had just been sent, and when they checked Levilia, they also praised Levi Garrison for handing
over Levilia’s foundation so well.

Did not take any detours, did not waste Levilia’s talent.

But that is just a basic and easy-to-use exercise method.

The road behind Levilia is still long, and a corresponding higher-level exercise technique is needed later.

Laying the foundation is just the beginning.

It is the most useless thing for a genius like Levilia.

“I heard that this kid has been locked up for three years, is it a fool?”

“Do you think it was three years ago? Think he is a strong man?”

“Who gave you the courage to make Levilia give up our practice?”

…

Several ancestors were very dissatisfied with Levi Garrison’s behavior.

“Levi Garrison is telling you the truth! In this era you are nothing! Your strength in this era is very weak!
It can only be regarded as medium! Your apprentice brothers are better than you! This is a fact, you
have to accept it!

” The magical exercises you regard as magical techniques can only be used for the basics, and it is not
worth mentioning in this era! To put it bluntly, it is just like the roadside stalls! There are as many as you
want!”

“Yes, not just for the basics

Do you have the best practice? Three years ago, how much did you want, not to mention now?” “I have
heard that many technology companies directly transform your body, so that you have the best
foundation and the best physique in an instant!”

……

“Levi Garrison doesn’t talk about this era, you thought you were the top power three years ago! But in
our eyes you are very weak! Your technique is not worth mentioning!”

“Look at the new era !” Coming, you have become a weak chicken! But we are still at the top! Just like
this, you want Levilia to give up our exercises?”

“You are not helping her! You are harming her!”

“This I don’t want to hear it a second time!”

… The

ancestors were indeed angry.

Angry at Levi Garrison.

This time the Fire Dragon Cthulhu appeared, he told several of our ancestors Road, “I recognize you
strong! You can not rival Yip!”

“Well, again a madman! Is being held two crazy stupid! They I don’t have a clear understanding of my
own strength!”

“We don’t need us to help him recognize them, and soon others will help them recognize themselves!”
The

ancestors were referring to the powerhouses who came together immediately.

There are many enemies of Levi Garrison, who will definitely let Levi Garrison understand how weak he
is.

They don’t need to act.

“Don’t let us see you persecuting Levilia again…”

After warning, several ancestors disappeared from here.

Levi Garrison thought for a while.

He will not force Levilia on this matter and let her choose freely.

He won’t blame it for what he chooses.

He never mentioned this matter to Levilia again…

“Look, the warning is still effective! It is estimated that Levi Garrison is afraid, so he won’t mention this
matter to Levilia…” Several old ancestors only considered him to be Scared.

